
There is no doubt that the keeping-up with advances in 
techniques, processes, and instrumentation is an ever-in- 
creasing problem in the teaching of almost any branch of 
science. Because of the more-or-less inflexible maximum 
imposed upon allotted hours, the inclusion of the new inevi- 
tably requires the rejection of more and more of the tradi- 
tional. In some resoects this is eood. because it offsets natural 
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ttmdencies toclinpto the well-&tablished. However, it iseasy 
to wer-react tu this tendenrv. thrrt:hv sacrificing traditional 
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material that is really educative. In any case, tKe historical 
asoects of science seem to he suffering the most. 

'Apart from minimizing the risk ofpresenting a distorted 
perspective of science, the inclusion of a modest survey of the 
past can provide guidelines for the future. Fundamental dis- 
coveries sometimes take a long time to become exploited fully. 
Oft-quoted examples are the powerful techniques of coulo- 
metric titration and of controlled-potential coulometry, the 
groundwork for which lies in the laws of electrolysis formu- 
lated more than a century earlier by Faraday. A piece of his 
annaratus is shown in Fieure 1. The nresentlv oreeminent . . . . 
techniques of chromatography took an amazingly long time 
to emerge from their quite humble beginnings. Although a 
wider appreciation of the history of science would not elimi- 
nate such delavs. these should be lessened hv such an anore- . . . . 
ciation. 

Quite early in the study of the practical aspects of the his- 
tory of science, two phenomena of the past become increas- 
ingly apparent. One is the accuracy achieved by our scientific 
ancestors with their often very limited facilities and simple 
equipment. The other is the beautiful workmanshin of mans 
ofthe early instrument makers. 

Figure 1. Voltammeter (couiometer) used by Faraday (by permission of the Di- 
rector. Royal Institution of Great Britain). 

The term "short course" in the title of this paper needs a 
little explanation. As actually given, the course extends over 
an entire 14-week semester. However, only one credit is 
awarded, because there is only one 50-minute meeting per 
week. Obviously, the "shortness" could be real if meetings 
were more frequent. In our particular program, we have this 
type of "special topics" course that may be taken for credit 
more than once. This is reasonable, because both instructor 
and topic change every semester. Occasionally, the course will 
deal with the contents of a series of current papers, hut usually 
a single topic is chosen. Examples of such topics are mecha- 
nisms of electrode reactions, aspects of the design of analytical 
instruments, and chromatographic detectors. Although this 
type of course carries a graduate number, it is not unusual to 
have several Honors undergraduates as participants. 

Included in the descrintion of this narticular "snecial tooic" 
is a statement that the treatment wililean towards the history 
of annaratus and techniaues. However no course of this kind 
can'lie given without adequate ;eference to the makers of 
science and the backerounds to their working conditions. 
Limited class time necessitates considerahie individual 
readine. This is not limited to the "recommended text" ( I ) ,  
but includes more general works (2-4), as well as original pa- 
pers. 

The treatment of events before approximately 1750 is, in 
general, verv limited, so that students have to "fill in" right 
From the start. However, enough is said to indicate that op- 
erations that are recognizably "analytical" were going on 
several thousand years ago. The phlogiston period is given 
modest treatment. Here we have a classic example of a 
"wrong" theory that served as a useful guideline for the de- 
velopment of chemistry. 

Lack of time nermits onlv scantv treatment of aualitative 
analysis, hut care is taken n i t  to "u"nderse1I" it. The activities 
of Joseph Black, Joseph Priestley, and Henry Cavendish are 
among those outlined in order to introduce gravimetry, gas 
analysis, and, in the case of Cavendish, refined measurements 
made in these early times. Then follows the first real plunge 
into instrumentation-the develooment of the orecision 
balance (5-7). 

The theme next taken up is 
the determination of atomic 
weights. Berzelius and Stas A n 
natGrally figure largely here. 
The treatment then blossoms 
into a miniature "portrait of a 
scientist," who in this case is l e  I L-4 
Theodore William Richards 
(186&1928), and the devices 
(Fie. 2) and techniaues that he 1 / b! 1 1  I 1 . 

Figure 2. Apparatus deviled by Richards (a) bonling apparatus (b) nephelarne- 
ter. 
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Figure 3. Aston's first mass spectrograph (by permission of the Director. Science 
Museum. London). 

out by such notable associates as Baxter and Honigschmidt, 
serves to illustrate the apotheosis of classical quantitative 
analysis. 

Before anyone can comment that modern atomic weights 
are based on mass spectrometry, a switch is made to this 
subject. Entry is by an indication of the phenomenon of 
electrical discharge through gases, when Michael Faraday is 
mentioned for the first time (the "dark space"). Eventually, 
this leads to Thomson's positive ray apparatus, the concept 
of isotopes, and to Aston's first mas; ipectograph (Fig. 3 )  
which is now in the London Science Museum. Naturally, other 
courses give specific instruction in mass  spectrograph^, so the 
"history" stops with an indication of the contrihutions made 
hv American workers such as Demoster and Bainbridee. 

L'nl~tmtvric analysis is intrvduced I)? o thuluhnail sketch 
01 industrial chemistrv i n  the I7SO's-s~1lf1tricacid.'r~otash." 
washing soda, hleachiiquor, etc. Gravimetric processes were 
too slow for control purposes and too difficult for the un- 
skilled. Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac (1778-1850) is one of the 
workers introduced a t  this stage. His apparatus, that of 
workers such as Fran~ois  Antoine Henry Descroizilles 
(1751-1825), and the stopcock burets of Friedrich Mohr 
(1806-1879) naturally receive attention. However the mem- 
bers of the class are not historians hut aim to become prac- 

'tieing chemists. Therefore the item shown in Figure 4 is con- 
sidered relevant. This is an electromagnetically operated buret 
valve descrihed in 1928 (9) .  Actually, the treatment of volu- 
metric analysis ends with a comment that automatic titra- 
tions, useful in routine analyses, date hack more than 60 years 
(10) .  

One cannot conduct electroanalvtical measurements 
without electrical measuringinstruments. Many of these are 
electromagnetic in nature. Electrical and magnetic phenom- 
ena have heen recognized since ancient times, hut our 
knowledge of the interrelationshi~s of these phenomena is of 
rrtuch m < m  recent <wigin. The breakthrough wm thediscovery 
ma& tw  Hans (!hristi;in Oerstnl r 1'7-18511, during a lecture 
given in the winter of 1819-1820. 

- 
Students are painfully aware of the almost explosive 

present-day growth of scientific knowledge. They may not 
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Figure 4. Early electromagnetic buret valve. 

realize that such "ex~losions" have occurred in the past. Onlv 
n fvw weeks atter O r k e d  hnd alu~ounced his discov&, hndr; 
Marie Am116rr (175-IR361 produced the first of his rapidly . . 
wccer:diny series of papers that tmunicate much of our un- 
dwitnnding of ebctrolnagnetic e f f e c ~ .  H'ithin apprc~ximarrly 
onr ?ear, at lrnst three inrltyrndt~nt wurkm hnd hund :I way 
tgr  convert Oersted's simple de\ ice into >I quite sensitivr de- 
tector of an electric current (11). At the same time, Faraday 
produced what is really the first electric motor (12). Shortly 
afterwards, we have the discovery of the thermoelectric effect 
and the establishment of Ohm's law. 

Although the contrihutions by American scientists to 
modern electrical instrumentation are fully recognized, i t  is 
easv to overlook the ideas of their scientific ancestors. In the 
0hach galvanometer, variable sensitivity was achieved by 
tilting out of the vertical the coil that deflected the magnetic 
needle (13). Actually, this principle was descrihed several 
vears earlier bv the Harvard scientist John Trowhridee (14). 
The beginnings of the moving-coil galvanometer, usu& at- 
tributed to D'Arsonval, are envisaged in the simple instrument 
shown in Figure 5. This was descrihed in 1838 by Charles G. 
Page (15).  Several other galvanometers were also developed 
by Page, who was Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy a t  
Columhian College, Washington, D.C. (now George Wash- 
ington University). 

Because the concept of electrode potentials underlies so 
much of electroannlytical chem~strv. comments on poten- 
tiometry open the study 01 t hi.; ti< Id of analysir. A point made 
is that althw~gh the glass electrudr aiis devised in I Y W ,  :{I) 
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Figure 5. Page's maving-coil "ga~vanamet~~." 



Figure 6. Henry J S Sand 1187319441, (Courtesy. D. W. Wilson.1 

years or more elapsed before this pH-measuring device he- 
came a common laboratory object. We had to wait for the 
development of reasonably inexpensive and reliable elec- 
tronics! 

As an introduction to conductometry, Cavendish's experi- 
ments of 1776 are nointed out. His method involved makine 
adjustments until two successive electric shocks were judged 
to be of equal intensity. Yet Cavendish's results are within 15% 
of present-day values! The extensive use of conductometry 
in monitoring the purity of water and, in particular, in studies 
in nonaqueous systems is used to indicate that our oldest 
electroanalvtical techniaue is bv no means obsolete! 

The roots of electrogravime~ry lie in such events as the 
electrolvsis of water. bv Nicholson and Carlisle. in 1800. and 
in the isdation of and other highly reactive metals, 
bv Davv in 1808. However. the first real electrogravimetric 
dkterminations were not made until the ear1;1860's, by 
Wolcott Gibbs, later Professor a t  Harvard and, independently, 
by C. Luckow, a German industrial chemist. The many con- 
tributions to electroanalytical chemistry made by H. J. Sand 
(Fig. 6) include controlled-potential electrolysis. This survey 
leads on to the invention, by A. Hickling in 1942, of the po- 
tentiostat. Natural follow-on topics are controlled-potential 
coulometry and coulometric titration. Here one cannot do 

much better than to amplify the remark made near thebe- 
einnine of this oaoer: "Faradav's laws of electrolvsis, 1834: put 
io  systematic .&lytical use, 1939." 

Current-potential curves had been plotted long before 
Jaroslav Heyrovsky's time. However, his invention of polar- 
ography in the early 1920's gave the analytical chemist a 
valuable new tool and eventually gained the inventor the 
Nobel Prize for Chemistry (16). He also invented the tech- 
nique now known as amperometric titration, hut the devel- 
opment of the technique occurred largely in this country, 
especially in the University of Minnesota laboratories of Izaak 
M. Kolthoff, now Emeritus Professor. 

Optical methods are extensively studied in our regular 
curricula, so that treatment here is rather limited. An account 
of the discovery of basic principles is followed by brief surveys 
of emission methods up to the work of Bunsen and Kirchoff, 
and of absorption methods as illustrated by colorimetry. 
However, the role of advances in instrumentation does not 
escape some mention. The modern spectrophotometer is one 
of the analyst's most versatile tools. Refractometry is partic- 
ularly valuable for monitoring flowing systems, including 
those involved in liquid chromatography (17). 

In the program actually described, we run out of time 
around this stage. Obviously, there are large areas of analytical 
chemistry available for exploration. Examples are separation 
methods. esneciallv chromatoeraohv. microchemical tech- , . . " .  
niques, on-line instrumentation (which might even include 
a thumbnail sketch of the development of the computer from 
or before the time of Charles Babbage), organic ultimate 
analvsis. and radiochemical methods. Some c0verap.e can be 
provided by assigned reading and by the of term 
papers. In any case, a course of this kind is never repeated 
slavishly, so that a t  least one or more of the "omitted topics" 
is certain to get in a t  each time around. 
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